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23- The word “rapport”(line 8) describes the state in which the patient is ……....….
b. peculiarly responsivea. strangely distinguishable               

d. in deep sleepc. lively and observant

24- If the patient under the influence of hypnosis is left to himself, the …….......….
b. patient will soon wakena. rapport will gradually vanish

d. rapport will intensifyc. patient will pass away 

25- The best title for this passage could be …….......….
b. spontaneous sleepa. artificial sleep

d. the border between hypnosis and sleepc. the induction of  hypnosis

[Part two: Vocabulary

Directions: Choose the one word or phrase  which best completes the 
 sentence. 

26- Medicare said that it intends to pay for counseling to help some of the  
nation’s four million older smokers …….......…. the habit. 

b. stabilizea. reinforce

d. Resumec. quit                 

27- Health experts recommend all people to consume more vegetables and do 
mild exercise since these help …….......…. the risk of developing many diseases. 

b. deterioratea. eliminate                                       

d. Augmentc. accumulate                                   

28- In spite of substantial advances in medical technology, there are some 
physical and mental problems which …….......…. people’s lives. 

b. flourish a. prolong

d. threatenc. reveal                                        

29- Due to their …….......…. , children are usually not allowed to go to places 
where there are any risks of infection. 

b. proficiencya. inadequacy                                   

d. adaptabilityc. vulnerability                                
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30- The doctor warned the woman that her problem was …….......…. her work; 
so she was advised to change her job. 

b. attributable toa. independent of

d. irrelevant toc. distinctive of

31- No family ever pays for treatments …….......…. by insurance, and families 
without insurance are always asked to pay. 

b. conferreda. agreed

d. coveredc. made

32- Today there is a general tendency among …….......…. toward interesting 
methods which develop the reasoning capacities. 

b. conventionalistsa. educationists

d. conservativesc. neurosurgeons

33- As for stimuli to work, many writers have emphasized fear of punishment 
and hope of …….......….

b. reward                  a. honor                      

d. pleasurec. prize  

34- Abnormal vision and hearing can lead to …….......…. awareness and interaction 
with the environment and other people.

b. replenisheda. vanished                                     

d. diminishedc. banished                                     

35- Some genes are …….......…. to the development of immune cells without 
which the  immunity system malfunctions.

b. controversiala. crucial                                       

d. temporalc. provisional                                

36- The health experts committee advised the government to …….......…. the 
health program  as soon as possible to remove polio. 

b. postponea. convey

d. launchc. impede  

37-  Most of the researcher’s findings were due to his careful …….......…. of 
seemingly  unrelated events. 

b. innovationa. convention                                   

d. dominationc. observation                                  
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38- If there is …….......…. of some types of cells in the body, these will grow and 
reproduce rapidly until appropriate numbers of them are available. 

b. insufficiency a. feasibility

d. inaccessibilityc. variability    

39-  Once a blood clot starts to develop, it extends into the surrounding blood, 
i. e. the clot …….......…. a vicious circle to promote more clotting. 

b. terminatesa. initiates

d.  inhibitsc. restricts

40- Due to the …….......…. of the problem, all experts were amazed and could 
not suggest a way to put an end to it. 

b. intricacya. integrity                                             

d. adequacyc. appropriacy


